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HAVE been preoccupied recently by thoughts about the
betting industry. According to the website of the Horserace
Betting Levy Board, the top 10 races by betting turnover in

2018 were as shown in this table:

Position Race Winner             Runners

1 Grand National Tiger Roll 38
2 Cheltenham Gold Cup Native River 15
3 Triumph Hurdle Farclas 9
4 Derby Masar 12
5 Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle Samcro 14
6 Supreme Novices’ Hurdle Summerville Boy 19
7 Stayers’ Hurdle Penhill 15
8 Queen Mother Champion Ch. Altior 9
9 A Bartlett Novices’ Hurdle Kilbricken Storm 20
10 JLT Novices’ Steeplechase Shattered Love 9

Two things stand out from this set of statistics. Most
obviously, the top 10 races include only one Flat race – the
Derby, ‘the Blue Riband of the Turf’. Secondly, eight of the top
10 take place at the Cheltenham Festival, run over four days in
March.

I couldn’t find any statistics for the top 10 races by ante-post
betting turnover in the same period, but I think it’s reasonable to
assume it followed a similar pattern – dominated by National
Hunt racing, and especially that which takes place at
Cheltenham in March.

Looking at the races numbered 2-3 and 5-10 above, I reckon
Nicky Henderson can boast 22 wins in them to date. He’s
trained the winners of seven Triumph Hurdles and six Queen
Mother Champion Chases. 

Given the evident interest in these races which the betting
turnover figures confirm, it’s easy to see why bookmakers
would seek some kind of sponsorship arrangement with such a
successful stable. I understand that Nicky Henderson is a brand
ambassador for Unibet and provides a ‘blog’ and video content
for their website. As it is a commercial arrangement, presumably
he or his stable receives payment in return.

HETHER or not there was any wrongdoing on the part
of the trainer, the bookmakers or anyone associated

with them, and, of course, I have no reason to doubt their
assurances that there was nothing untoward, the controversy
which erupted over the proposed participation, or non-
participation, of stable star Altior in the Silviniaco Conti Chase
last month highlights all that is dangerous in such links.

In simple terms, I can see nothing positive in any special
arrangements between bookmakers and horsemen.

Looking at such relationships generally, from the
bookmakers’ perspective, presumably the potential legitimate
benefit is that by establishing links with trainers and jockeys,
they hope that those who follow racing will be interested in
reading blogs or watching video content which result from those
links, and that that heightened level of interest in a particular
horse or race because of these additional resources will lead to
more bets being placed with their company rather than the

opposition. The more interested and the more engaged their
customers are in racing, the more they are likely to bet.

Less likely, perhaps they hope that by establishing a link with
a popular jockey or trainer, punters may opt to bet with them
rather than a rival, even if the odds are disadvantageous  --  the
Harry Redknapp effect, perhaps?

Looking at things from the perspective of the horsemen, the
benefit of bookmaker sponsorship is obvious. It provides a
potential income source, in, what are, after all, troubled times for
racing in terms of prize-money. Provided they scrupulously
follow the rules on inside information, it’s money which is
easily earned.

However, it’s easy to see the potential for things to go wrong.
If every trainer or jockey blog led to punters being successful in
their betting, the bookmakers would soon do away with them.
Their continued existence suggests either that (a) the simple
maths of paying sums to horsemen is outweighed by the profit
bookmakers derive from such links, or (b) that there is some
other benefit to the bookmakers which justifies the costs. It’s all
too easy to speculate what that other benefit might be.

Recent events in both English and Scottish football have
turned the spotlight on betting and public attitudes to it. The
Football Association may well have been astounded about the
public outcry against its decision to allow live streaming of FA
Cup matches through bookmakers’ websites. Given the growth
of betting on football it was surprising to see the strength of
opposition engendered against the requirement to visit betting
websites to watch the action.

N Scotland, the head coach of Premiership side Hamilton
Academical, Brian Rice, went public with the admission

that he is a gambling addict and that he has broken the SFA’s
gambling rules across the last five years. While a number of
former players and foreign players have confirmed, and
condemned, the gambling culture that exists in the Scottish
game, and while an array of leading figures within the game
have expressed sympathy for Rice, other leading figures in the
sport have leapt to the defence of the bookmakers.

One of them, Neil Lennon, manager of Celtic, who are
sponsored by Dafabet and who are the reigning Ladbrokes
Premiership Champions, played the company line. “You can’t
tarnish betting companies with this situation,” he told BBC
Scotland. “I think the betting companies do put a lot into the
game for the right reasons and they do have restrictions at times
on the amount people can use.”

This was a surprising line for Lennon to take, given he was
critical of ‘the troubled link between football and gambling’
following suspicious betting patterns after a player was sent off
in a match between Motherwell and Heart of Midlothian in
December 2010. Perhaps Lennon is clear in his mind what the
‘right reasons’ to which he refers are; I’m certainly not.

After the furore over FOBTs and increased levels of criticism
about a perceived failure to do more to help problem gamblers,
the bookmaking industry starts the new decade with its back to
the wall. Given the interdependence between horseracing and
the betting industry, here’s hoping the Cheltenham Festival can
give us all a much-needed boost.       

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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